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Jet Storm - Nylon Padded Handle Leash Small Medium Large Dog - Best Training Running Pulling

Walking - 8ft 2"

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - You can Feel Safe in knowing no matter how strong your dog is

this lead is Guaranteed to keep them safe and on the leash - great even for the biggest dogs like a German

Shepherd or even two dogs at once.

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.You will not be charged until after you review and complete your

order.? STRONG and DURABLE DOG LEASH - This dog leash is strong and made from extra tough nylon. The width is 1 inch and it comes with a soft padded

handle so you won't hurt your hand if your dog pulls on the lead? SUITABLE FOR X-LARGE, LARGE MEDIUM OR SMALL DOGS - Ideal for Extra-Large,

Large, Medium or Small dogs because it is lightweight yet very strong? DOG TRAINING WITH COMFORTABLE CONTROL - This long just over 8 ft extra long

lead will allow you to train your dog while giving them freedom to stop and smell the scents while still maintaining control and the best part is, you won't have to

stop every time they do!? QUALITY STAINLESS STEEL CLIP - swivel style bolt snap clip which swivels to prevent twisting and allows for easy attachment to

collar that ALL the family can use? 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - You can Feel Safe in knowing no matter how strong your dog is this lead is

Guaranteed to keep them safe and on the leash - great even for the biggest dogs like a German Shepherd or even two dogs at once. Why not check out our Jet Storm

Two Dogs Coupler attachment!Product DescriptionColor: BlueJet Storm 8 Ft 2 Inches Long Extra Strong Blue Dog Leash with Soft Padded HandleThe Best Easy

Padded Handled Leash For Walking Running Training. It's So Cool and comfortable to use you'll never go back to a regular length lead- Our Leashes are made of

Nylon with strong Stainless Steel metal clips that are, NO BREAKS or stretching!- Each Leash has a Soft Padded Handle.- Our Leashes are 8.2 feet in length!Our

Leashes are trendy, strong and comfy for you and your dog Each Leash comes in either blue or red which also matches our variety of Couplers, Harnesses and

Collars on our other listings!We have personally designed these Leashes and they are designed for your pets and your comfort and ease during your walks or runs.

The extra length is just enough, without being too much lead to carry - Buy from the manufacturer direct so you get the best price and quality- Buy our Leashes

because we guarantee your dog will love you for being willing to take him on more walks!- We guarantee that all our Leashes are strong, durable and have welded

metal parts, no breaks!- No longer will you have to stop at every tree or interesting smell that your dog finds on your walks. The extra length will allow you those few

extra steps and give your dog those few extra seconds before moving off to the next pit stop.This product is not for chewing. Do not leave dog unattended with this

productBe a good parent to your dog, BUY one of our Extra Long Padded Handled Leashes and make your life easier NOW
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